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"It is hearby resolved the figure- 1 in Annexure- 1 as logo

(Emblem) of COA, NAU, CamPus Bharuch"
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AXNEXURE I

Cotton

Dairy cow

Fragrance of light

Book -Source of

Figure 1: Logo, College of Agriculture' Bharuch

oVERVIEW: This Logo was prepared by keeping in view' the importance of

Agriculture, the importance of Agriculture education, Impoftance of Farmers

and the students practicing in Jgricurtural education system, the Research

going on in our college premise atong with engagement of farmers and village

people of south Guiarat region in Dairy and Fishery sectors' Other than

Agriculture the region specific geographical demand in the form of Soil and

Water and the Sanskrit sloaka Oefraing again the importance of farms and

farmers for our survival'
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CONCEPT BEHIND THIS LOGO:

) In the centre of the logo we can see the very beautifully and
purposefully written COAB (College of Agriculture, Bharuch) which is
residing on the Book

nurturing in COAB).

) Cotton is a main crop of Bharuch region and is also of interest of
research scientists of south Gujarat region.

) Farmer without whom we can't imagine Agriculture and Tractor shows
the importance of mechanization of Agriculture.

) Dairy and Fishery are the major contributory sector of Agriculture and
supplementary source (Major components of IFS) of income to farmers.

> Soil and Water forms the base of the agriculture and here in logo it's
indicative of Black clay soil of Bharuch/South Gujarat region and
River Narmada is the ultimate source of water.

), Last but not the least and most important the Sanskrit Sloka

ffi gffiq taken from Rig Veda which meaningfully says

"(O Lord of the Kshetra/Field, with the sweet wave of Mother Nature's
blessings, may you milk our Fields like the Milk of a Cow and yield abundant
harvest)".


